Understand that Jack Baker has 48 years with H. V. Carter Co., and Bert Graves is contemplating on making him a permanent employee. Good Luck, Jack.
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We have a couple of articles from JACK Baker, H. V. Carter Co., Oakland Thanks Jack and keep up the good work.

PROFESSIONALISM IN ACTION - Our dictionary defines "PROFESSIONAL" as having great skill or experience in a specific field of endeavor, one who has an assured competence in a particular occupation. Too often we tie this label on athletes but we should broaden the base and see how it applies to our Profession - Golf Course Superintendent.

Some years ago our Association upgraded us from "green or greenskeeper" deciding our training, skills and competence entitled us to become "Golf Course Superintendent." Many are actual working Superintendents while others because of certain educational and administrative abilities oversee, direct and supervise the many and varied tasks involved in creating the beauty of today's golf courses.

To borrow a phrase from an article in the University of California Cooperative Extension Service letter, "a supervisor can't take a good job for granted." It is well to keep the Club management fully appraised of the daily work program and any project being planned and/or developed, log the work for each day so the crews will be aware of what is expected of them and how their particular and individual skills are being applied.

Motivating people to get done what you want to accomplish is a measure of the successful Superintendent and the special talent of the "Professional Superintendent" and brings about the desired result. While it might seem quicker to invoke a "put-down" without taking time to explain in a constructive way how to correct a mistake, it tends to make for unpleasant relations and bitterness. The Professional Superintendent establishes harmony with all parties concerned by exhibiting his "PROFESSIONALISM" in his daily contacts. only YOU can be a "PROFESSIONAL SUPERINTENDENT."

WATER - The "American Heritage Dictionary" defines this "priceless" necessity as a clear, colorless, nearly odorless and tasteless liquid as "essential" for most plant and animal and human life.

With today's ever-present drought all about us Water becomes more precious to the human and anything that grows than the most costly of